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Abstract. From 1998 to 2004, BabyTigers which consisted of Osaka
University, participated in SONY Legged Robot League. And from 2005
to 2010, BabyTigers-DASH[1] of Osaka City University and Ryukoku
University participated in 4-Legged Robot League. And from 2011, BabyTigers
- R[2] of Ryukoku University has participated in Logistics League Spon-
sored by Festo.
At 2008, 4-Legged Robot League renamed to Nao League (Standard
Platform League). So our team spirits are based on both AIBO and SPL
which aim to compete with identical robots. Then we use original robots
which consisted of normal components without any additional hardwares.
And we try to modify software programming in order to apply for the
hardware’s function. However, for the Technical Challenge, we modify
and add the hardware components in order to show the potential of
Robotino.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes BabyTigers - R. Our team belongs to the Department of
Electronics and Informatics. So the research fields of our laboratory are commu-
nication and robotics.

In 2014, we use c++ as the programming language instead of robotino view
2. So we can control roobtinos more accurately. And we can use previous AIBO’s
programming codes which are written by BabyTigers - DASH. In addition, we
can adapt the researches from BabyTigers - DASH to BabyTigers - R.

2 About localization

In this section, we describe the localization which estimates the robotino’s po-
sition on the field. In order to localize itself, the robotino detects the machines
and colored lines from the image taken by its webcam. After that, the robotino
estimates the location using MonteCarlo method because there are two or more
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places which have the same view. And if the camera elevation angle is over 0
degree, the image includes outside area of the field over the wall. So we need to
cut off the outside area (shown at figure 1). On the other hand, we estimate the
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Fig. 1. The image includes outside area of the field over the wall if the camera elevation
angle is over 0 degree.

orientation calculated by IR distance sensors. Figure 2 shows the relationship
between the distance and the voltage. And at the robot insertion area, there is
a wall at the rear of the robotino. So we can get the combination between IR4
and IR7 and the combination between IR5 and IR6 (shown at figure 3, 4). In
order to estimate and adjust the orientation of the robotino, the rotation vector
of the robotino is required. If we can give the rotation vector to the robotino
using another external sensor, we can adapt the supervised learning method. In
this year, we try to use reinforcement learning which does not require the super-
visor. In reinforcement learning method, all the thing to do is only to design the
reward which the agent gets at the goal state. When we adjust the robotino’s
orientation, the goal state is to make the robotino facing forward. So we decide
that the state is the goal state when the black line at the forward of the robotino
is detected.

3 About running in the field

This section describes how to run for robotinos in the field.
If the robotino rotate about the center of itself, the pack will go out from

the pack holder because we don’t modify the pack holder. So the robotino with
a pack should rotate about the pack position, then the pack will not get any
forces from the robotino. And after the robotino with a pack stops running, the
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Fig. 2. The IR distance sensor GP2D120’s output voltages against the distance.

Fig. 3. The output values of IR distance sensors, IR4 and IR7.
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Fig. 4. The output values of IR distance sensors, IR5 and IR6.

pack will remove from the pack holder if the running direction of the robotino
is ahead. So we set the robotino rotated with 45 degree angle. Then the forces
from the robotino at both the start and the end of running avoid pack’s removing
from the pack holder in 2013 (shown at figure. 5).

We cut the field with 40cm mesh because machine area is 40cm × 40cm.
And the center of each square is the position coordinate. We use two position
coordinate type, one shows the robotino’s central position, and the other shows
the pack’s central position. We select the position coordinate type by whether
the robotino holds a pack or not.

If we use the pack’s central position, some parts of robotino lie off the edge
of its position’s mesh. Then we need the calculation in consideration of those
parts.

Last year, we made rules in order to avoid collisions. [7] uses rotation and
not-rotation panels at the hyper-density environment in order to avoid deadlock
(shown at figure 7). So BTR2013 introduced the one-way traffic street rule such
as Kyoto City where the network of streets sections off the city as neatly as the
grid on a go board. Robotinos can run in direction of arrows, so they can avoid
the frontal crash (shown at figure 8). We’ve been applying this one-way traffic
street rule to Robotinos from RoboCup 2010.

Next, in this year (from 2013, properly speaking), rulebook does not include
radio interference. So the robotinos can communicate with each other always.
Then they always broadcast their position to everyone, and they can avoid a
collision with each other. However, this year we use one field shared between two
teams. Then we need detect another robotinos without using the communication.

We think two method as using standard sensors; one is using a camera, and
the other is using IR sensors. If we use IR sensor in order to detect another
robot, we should make the robotino rotated with 50 degree angle because the
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Fig. 5. BTR2013 makes the robotino rotated with 45 degree angle because the pack
holder keeps a pack easily.
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Fig. 6. The mesh field of LLSF 2014.
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Fig. 7. Rotation and Not-Rotation panel in order to avoid the front crash.
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Fig. 8. the onw-way traffic street rule such as the network of streets sections off the
city as neatly as the grid on a go borad.

angle between 9 distance IR sensors is 40 degree. Figure 9 shows the detection
area of moving robotino.

On the other hand, if the robotino has no pack, it can use camera to detect the
obstacle because it can go with no rotation. And in this year, we will calcurate
the distance for the obstacle using two cameras. Now we have some experiments
in order to show the good performance.

4 Conclusion

Our laboratory aims to adapt the communication theory to robotinos. Our re-
searches consist of two parts, one is the communication method that uses only
robotino’s components. And the other is the communication method that uses
additional components with Visible Light Communication. Through RoboCup
competitions, we would like to improve and exchange the technology.
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Fig. 9. The running robotino can detect another robot using one IR sensor.
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